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The years of 2014 to 2018 mark the 100th 
anniversary of World War I. While often 
overshadowed in history courses by World War 
II, the war concluded an era and is often used as 
a benchmark to signal the end of the chain of 
events initiated by the French Revolution and 
the beginning of the contemporary era, since it 
set up many of the conflicts and events that 
characterized the later twentieth century.1 
Several films, publications, and teaching 
resources have been released to coincide with 
and commemorate World War I’s centennial, 
including World War I for Kids.2  Marketed 
toward students ages 9 to 12 (grade levels 4 and 
up), the book is useful for educators seeking a 
supplemental source for teaching upper 
elementary- and lower secondary-level students 
about this seminal event in world history.  
World War I for Kids begins with an 
introduction directing readers to pay attention 
to significant events, why such events happened, 
and how they were connected with each other. 
Further, it directs its readers to focus on the 
kinds of changes the war brought to the world. 
The book is subsequently divided into 12 
chapters, throughout which are a total of 21 
learning activities.   
The first chapter focuses on the complex 
road to war and includes sidebars on the 
assassination of Archduke Franz Ferdinand of 
Austria-Hungary (the event that triggered the 
war), prewar military alliances, and American 
reactions to the outbreak of war.3 The chapter’s 
activity directs children to make a military 
recruiting poster to examine how propaganda 
shaped the war’s early phase.  
Understanding propaganda is significant 
in itself, but understanding how it occupied a 
crucial role in the early stages of the war is 
important on many levels. There was a yearning 
for the familiar characteristics of a glorious war 
in the conflict’s opening months. Believing the 
war would end quickly, the press featured 
romanticized stories that idealized war. As the 
war continued, attempts to make sense out of a 
period of change and uncertainty connected 
events to a broader outplay within civilization. 
French propaganda, for example, portrayed the 
war as a clash between civilization and 
barbarism emerging from two culturally 
different races; France was cast as a “New 
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Roman Empire,” repelling the Germanic horde 
as in ancient history. The French were thus not 
seeking revenge for previous German defeats 
(like the Franco-Prussian War in 1870-1871), but 
rather to deliver humanity from the start of a 
new dark age.4 This civilization-against-
barbarism paradigm was furthered in academia 
and literature by writers such as Pierre Loti.5 
Such a manipulated nationalist image created a 
powerful alternate perception of events and the 
reshaping of history to suit state needs, while 
dehumanizing Germans as the Other.6  
Chapter two focuses on the stalemate that 
quickly developed on the Western front and 
features sidebars on British nurse Edith Cavell, 
executed for helping Allied soldiers escape 
German-occupied Belgium; the unusual use of 
taxi cabs to shuttle soldiers to the Western front 
during the First Battle of the Marne; and the 
1914 Christmas truce. The Christmas truce of 
1914—during which an unofficial ceasefire was 
called along the Western Front around 
Christmas allowing French, German, and British 
soldiers to cross trenches and exchange seasonal 
greetings and fraternize—is among the most 
improbable, but true stories of the war and one 
that continues to inspire peace and goodwill 
today.7 This event warrants a greater emphasis 
(perhaps an activity) in a book such as this, due 
to its popularity as a topic for books for children 
and young adolescents.8   
The activity in chapter two calls for 
children to write a poem about the war. Some 
nationalists, like French intellectual Maurice 
Barrès, attempted to see the war as paving the 
way for a rebirth of vitality in French culture, 
which would be brought about by the solidarity 
and heightened fervor of wartime. Such 
sentiments rang hollow, however, as the war 
trudged on and men of the younger generation 
came to be killed in increasingly higher 
numbers.9   Nevertheless, many of the soldiers at 
the front lines sought to cope with the realities of 
the trenches by turning to writing, some crafting 
poems that have stood the test of time.10   Many 
veterans’ poems were published after the war. 
These poems dealt with life in the trenches, 
including attempts to make sense of and reflect 
on the war, as well as adjusting to life afterward.  
However, veterans of other wars have also 
written poetry and such poems could be used to 
examine similar themes over the course of the 
twentieth and twenty-first centuries to explore 
the effects of war.11   
The third chapter focuses on the horrors 
of trench warfare and what life was like for 
soldiers in the trenches. As the war dragged on, 
buoyant attitudes changed and European writers 
began to publish “fiction” like Gaspard and Le 
Feu that portrayed some of the realities of trench 
warfare. Consequently, this chapter presents a 
sidebar on one of the best-known World War I-
era novels, All Quit on the Western Front. The 
chapter’s activities include making a periscope, 
cooking Maconochie Stew (a common dish at the 
front lines), and pressing a flower to send home 
from the Western front. 
The subsequent chapter focuses on the 
war’s other fronts, including the fighting on the 
Eastern front in Europe and in the Middle East, 
East Asia, and Africa. Its activities include 
making a World War I scorecard of the battles 
won and lost in the various regions across the 
globe. Missing in this discussion, however, is the 
use of colonial troops and labor in Europe. 
Colonial soldiers played key roles on the front 
lines in Europe. However, the use of colonial 
soldiers was controversial and they were largely 
returned home after the war; the West’s colonial 
powers were largely not ready for becoming 
multiracial societies. French writers like Romain 
Rolland, for example, related France’s use of 
colonial labor to ancient Rome’s hiring of 
barbarian mercenaries to quell other barbarians 
at its borders. Such actions would ultimately 
result in the destruction of European 
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civilization. Other Frenchmen connected 
colonial soldiers to the Germans, portraying 
France as fighting both external and internal 
“barbarians” to preserve French culture.12 
The fifth chapter focuses on the weapons 
of the war, examining how new technologies 
were used for military purposes. The large 
number of technological innovations used and 
the extent of their impact on the war’s conduct 
make World War I unique. Airplane designer 
Anthony Fokker argued that wars ultimately 
benefit society, for governments invest more 
money in technology than they do during times 
of peace. After the war, these new scientific 
advances are often converted from wartime to 
civilian uses, propelling society’s 
“modernization.” As a result, material in this 
chapter can be used to set up interesting 
discussions not only about whether technology 
exacerbated the war’s casualties and destruction, 
but also World War I’s legacies. Sidebars in this 
chapter focus on new technologies used in 
warfare, including an excerpt from an American 
soldier’s description of barbed wire and the 
origin of the term “tank.” Activities include a 
three-minute egg camouflage challenge, in which 
students attempt to camouflage hard-boiled 
eggs, and making model gas masks. 
Chapter six focuses on the war at sea and 
features a sidebar on u-boats. A bitter naval race, 
particularly between Britain and Germany, had 
been a cause of the war, in which powerful new 
battleships and submarines were used to a 
greater extent.13   
The following chapter examines the war in 
the air. When World War I began, few could 
have imagined that airplanes, a relatively new 
invention, would have had a crucial role in 
combat. However, they underwent rapid 
developments during the war and emerged as 
military weapons of the future. The chapter’s 
activity calls for children to make a parachute for 
a toy/figure. 
Chapter eight addresses the diverse roles 
that animals played in the war. During World 
War I, animals were conscripted at home to 
serve military needs and others served as farm 
animals. However, zoo animals whose homes 
had been destroyed and wild animals also found 
their way to the trenches. The chapter includes a 
sidebar on Sergeant Stubby and Rags, two dogs 
who served in the war, and activities that include 
training a dog to carry messages and writing a 
letter home from the Western front.  
Chapter nine explores the United States’ 
entry into the war. This chapter’s activities 
include playing a game in which children search 
for a convoy, learning the lyrics of the war’s most 
popular song (“Over There”), and coining a war 
slogan.  
Chapter ten examines the home fronts of 
the various countries in the war. Its activities 
include writing a letter from home to a soldier in 
Europe, examining how much sugar is in your 
food to explore the effects of rationing, and 
baking “war bread.”  
The next chapter examines the end of the 
fighting and the Russian Revolution, featuring 
sidebars on the global influenza pandemic and 
the American hero, Sergeant York. It also 
includes an interesting perspective-taking 
activity in which children take on the role of 
wartime censors as they go through soldiers’ 
letters back home, and an activity calling for 
them to read a World War I-era adventure novel.  
The final chapter focuses on the Paris 
Peace Conference and the agreements that 
concluded the war, as well as World War I’s 
broader legacies. It presents sidebars on US 
President Woodrow Wilson’s Fourteen Points; 
the last living veterans of the war; and the 
ongoing “iron harvest,” which refers to the still 
uncovered explosives buried in the ground on 
the Western front. The Paris Peace Conference’s 
agreements included the controversial German 
war guilt clause (in which Germany had to claim 
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sole responsibility for starting the war, contrary 
to historical fact); a huge war indemnity and 
military restrictions placed on Germany; the 
voiding of Italian claims on Northern Dalmatia; 
the recreation of Poland; the creation of 
Yugoslavia and Czechoslovakia; the dissolution 
of the Austr0-Hungarian Empire; new divisions 
of the Middle East, Africa, and Asia; and the 
creation of the League of Nations.14   
Following the war, the West experienced 
what seemed a return to the Belle Époque, with a 
stable currency, thriving economy, and cultural 
renaissance. Golden Ages often occur in periods 
of peace. World War I was falsely perceived as a 
war eradicating possibilities for future conflict. 
Many countries in the West retreated into 
isolation, attempting to lull themselves in the 
world’s false hope that peace would last. Veiled 
in this mentality, the West experienced an 
intellectual rebirth. One of its greatest modern 
cultural periods did follow one of its darkest 
tragedies. The cultural renaissance born after 
the war was not a “cultural rejuvenation” or the 
triumph of Western culture over barbarism. It 
was not fostered by war’s positive experience, or 
the thrill of combat, but rather disillusionment 
and emptiness. Such a cultural outpouring was 
the result of coping with and making sense of the 
war. As the war became more desperate, the 
more significant it seemed to perceive the war as 
something that could pave the way to a higher 
civilization, a better and more just world. The 
efforts and sacrifices of countless men and 
women were not in vain, for in some way, 
something positive emerged from all the death 
and destruction. Following in this spirit, the 
final chapter’s activities for children include 
visiting a World War I memorial and designing a 
commemorative postage stamp. 
In addition to the chapters discussed 
above, World War I for Kids includes a useful 
timeline of significant events, a glossary of key 
terms, descriptions of the key personalities of 
the war, websites for further exploration, a 
bibliography, and a list of some notable films 
about (or set during) the war.  The films, which 
date from 1918 to 2011, include some recent 
films—like The Lost Battalion (2001), Joyeux 
Noël (2005), Flyboys (2006), The Red Baron 
(2008), and War Horse (2011)—and classic 
films like All Quiet on the Western Front (1930), 
Grand Illusion (1937), Sergeant York (1941), A 
Farewell to Arms (1957), Lawrence of Arabia 
(1962), and The Blue Max (1966).15  
Missing from this list of films, however, is 
the Young Indiana Jones Chronicles. Originally 
a television series from Lucasfilm during the 
early 1990s, the episodes were re-edited and 
released on DVD as films. The films follow the 
title character as he leaves high school to join the 
Belgian army under an alias to fight in World 
War I. The series had him transfer to different 
military divisions/fronts in order to focus on 
different aspects of the fighting as well as the 
1919 Paris Peace Conference.16 The use of a 
protagonist close to the students’ ages, 
commonly used in historical trade fiction as a 
way to make social studies more engaging to 
younger students, makes this series an attractive 
option for educators. Seeing history through the 
lens of a person roughly their own age helps to 
arouse in students a greater degree of 
connection with and empathy for the past. Other 
notable recent omissions include films like Fall 
of Eagles (1974), The Trench (1999), Parade’s 
End (2012), and Birdsong (2012); the BBC’s 
popular series Downton Abbey, in which World 
War I was featured prominently during its first 
two seasons (2010-2011); and the many films 
and series released to commemorate the war’s 
centennial.17 
World War I for Kids is lavishly 
illustrated and written in simple language, but 
its density makes it most suitable for middle 
school students.  Its supplements in the front 
and back matter help make it a valuable 
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educational tool. The book’s coverage of the 
many facets of the war is impressive. Although 
some of the 21 activities included in World War 
I for Kids would be difficult to impossible to 
implement in a social studies classroom, the 
book is overall a useful and engaging 
supplemental source for educators teaching 
about World War I. 
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